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As anticipated by LEAP/E2020 since November 2010, and often repeated up to June 2011,
the second half of 2011 has started with a sudden and major relapse of the crisis. Nearly
USD 10 trillion of the USD 15 trillion in ghost assets announced in GEAB N°56 have already
gone up in smoke. The rest (and probably much more) will vanish in the fourth quarter of
2011, which will be marked by what our team calls “the implosive fusion of global financial
assets”. It’s the two major global financial centers, Wall Street in New York and the City of
London,  which  will  be  the  “preferred  reactors”  of  this  fusion.  And,  as  predicted  by
LEAP/E2020 for  several  months,  it’s  the solution to  the public  debt  problems in  some
Euroland countries which will enable this reaction to reach critical mass, after which nothing
is controllable; but the bulk of the fuel that will drive the reaction and turn it into a real
global shock (1) is found in the United States. Since July 2011 we have only started on the
process that led to this situation: the worst is ahead of us and very close!

In  this  issue  N°57,  we have  chosen to  address,  very  directly,  the  great  manipulation
organized around the Greek crisis and the Euro (2), whilst describing its direct link with the
implosive  fusion  process  of  financial  assets  worldwide.  Also  in  this  issue,  LEAP/E2020
presents  its  anticipations for  the gold market  for  the period 2012-2014 as well  as  its
analyses on neo-protectionism which will be introduced from the end of 2012. In addition to
our monthly recommendations on Switzerland and the Swiss Franc, currencies, real estate
and financial markets, we also present our strategic advice to the G20 leaders less than two
months from the G20 summit to be held in Cannes.

US  economic  output  index  (1974-2011)  (grey  shading:  recessions;  broken  blue  line:
recession warning; blue: economic output index and in red, forecast for the 3rd and 4th
quarters 2011) – Source: Streetalk/Mauldin, 08/2011

Greek crisis and the Euro: Itemizing the huge manipulation in progress

But let’s come back to Greece and what is beginning to be a “very repetitive old story (3)”
which, as we have already explained, returns to the front of the media stage every time
Washington and London are in serious difficulties (4). Moreover, coincidentally, the summer
has been disastrous for the United States which is now in recession (5), which has seen their
credit rating cut (an event deemed unthinkable by all the “experts” only six months ago)
and exposed their political system’s state of widespread paralysis (6) to an astonished
world, all whilst being incapable of putting any serious measure in place to reduce their
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deficits (7). At the same time, the United Kingdom is sinking into depression (8) with riots of
uncommon  violence,  an  austerity  policy  that  fails  to  control  budget  deficits  (9)  whilst
plunging the country into an unprecedented social crisis (10), and a ruling coalition that
doesn’t even know why it governs together against the backdrop of the scandal of collusion
between political leaders and the Murdoch empire. No doubt, in such a context, everything
was ripe for a media relaunch of the Greek crisis and its corollary, the end of the Euro!

If LEAP/E2020 had to summarize the “Hollywood style” or “Fox News” (11) scenario, we
would have the following synopsis: “While the US iceberg is ramming the Titanic, the crew
leads the passengers in search of dangerous Greek terrorists who may have planted bombs
on board!” In propaganda terms, it’s a known recipe: it’s a diversion to allow, first of all, the
rescue of the passengers one wants to save (the informed elite who know very well that
there are no Greek terrorists on board) since everyone can’t be saved; and then, hide the
problem’s true nature for as long as possible to avoid a revolt on board (including some of
the crew who sincerely believe that there really are bombs on board).

Focusing on the background, we must emphasize that the “promoters” of a Greek crisis
presented as a fatal crisis for the Euro have spent their time repeating it for almost two
years without any of their forecasts coming to pass in any shape or form (12) (except to
continue talking about it). Facts are stubborn: despite the media outcry that should have
seen  off  many  economies  or  currencies  (13),  the  Euro  is  stable,  Euroland  has  come on  in
leaps and bounds in terms of integration (14) and is about to break even more spectacular
new ground (15), the emerging countries continue to diversify out of US Treasury Bonds and
buy  Euroland  debt,  and  Greece’s  exit  from the  Euro  zone  is  still  completely  beyond
consideration except in the Anglo-Saxon media articles whose writers generally have no
idea of how the EU functions and even less of the strong trends that drive it.

Comparison  of  economic  data  Euroland-USA  (2010)  (State  debt,  unemployment,  GDP
growth, current account balance) – Source: Spiegel, 07/2011

Now our team can do nothing for those who want to continue to lose money by betting on a
Euro collapse (16), Euro-Dollar parity, or Greece’s Euroland exit (17). These same people
spent lot of money to protect themselves against the so-called “H1N1global epidemic” that
experts, politicians and the media of all kinds “sold” for months to people worldwide and
proved to be a huge farce fueled in part by pharmaceutical  companies and cliques of
experts under their orders (18). The rest, as always, is self-propelled by the lack of thought
(19), sensationalism and mainstream media conformity. In the case of Euro-Greek crisis, the
scenario is similar, with Wall Street and the City in the role of the pharmaceutical companies
(20).

When Wall Street and the City panic before the solutions in the course of forging
Euroland

In fact we recall that what terrifies Wall Street and the City are the lessons that Euroland’s
leaders and its people have been in the process of learning from these three years of crisis
and  the  ineffective  solutions  that  have  been  applied.  The  nature  of  Euroland  creates  a
unique forum for discussion among the elite and American and British public opinion. And
this is what disturbs Wall Street and the City, which is systematically trying to kill this forum,
either by trying to plunge it into a panic by announcing the end of the Euro for example; or
by reducing it to a waste of time and evidencing Euroland’s ineffectiveness, an inability to
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resolve the crisis. Which is the limit given the complete paralysis prevailing in Washington!

However, it’s really this discussion forum that allows Eurolanders to move forward on the
path to a lasting solution to the current crisis. This discussion forum is an integral part of
European construction where opposing views of the methods and solutions confront each
other  before ultimately  agreeing on a compromise (and it’s  still  the case as the very
important decisions taken since May 2010 prove). Thus it broadens the debate to a whole
raft  of  participants,  coming  from 17  different  countries  (21),  several  common  institutions,
and it roots itself in the discussions of seventeen public opinions. Yet it’s from the clash of
ideas that light shines forth: of the brutal clash of ideas, the Greek philosopher Heraclitus
said 2500 years ago “Some it makes gods, some it makes men, some it makes slaves, some
free”. But Euroland’s citizens refuse to let this crisis turn them into slaves and that’s why the
current debates within Europe are needed and useful. In three years, between 2008 and
2011, they have made two key things possible in the future:

. they relaunched European integration around Euroland and henceforth placed it on a path
of accelerated integration. Our team now expects a strong revival of European politics from
the end of 2012 (similar to the 1984-1985 period) including a Euroland political integration
treaty which will be put to a Euroland-wide referendum by 2015 (22)

. they allowed the gradual emergence of two simple but very strong ideas: saving private
banks is of no use to solve the crisis and it is necessary that the markets (that is to say
essentially the big Wall Street and City financial operators) fully assume their risks without
any further guarantee from the state.  Today,  these two ideas are at  the heart  of  the
Euroland debate, both in public opinion and amongst the elite … and they gain ground every
day. This is what causes fear on Wall Street, in the City, and amongst major private financial
operators. This is the wick that has nearly burned down that will trigger the implosive fusion
of global financial assets in the fourth quarter (in the prevailing context of the US recession
and its inability to reduce its public deficits).

If markets begin to anticipate a 50% drop in Greek and Spanish securities it’s because they
really sense the direction which events in Euroland are taking. For LEAP/E2020, there is no
doubt that minds are ripe, throughout most of Euroland, for private creditors being asked to
pay 50%, or even more, to resolve the future problems of public debt. This is, without doubt,
a  problem  for  European  banks,  but  it  will  be  managed  to  protect  depositors.  The
shareholders  themselves  will  have  to  take  full  responsibility:  besides  it’s  really  the
foundation of capitalism!

Wall Street and the City, and their media intermediaries desperately want this debate not to
take place, regardless of whether it’s ended by panic, so that governments should be forced
to listen to their “experts” who assure them that the only way is to continue to recapitalize
banks, and flood them with liquidity (23) … as is the case in Washington and London. Two
countries where these same financial institutions reign supreme in the government.

Incidentally the battle rages around the ECB as we mentioned in a previous GEAB: the
appointment of Mario Draghi, a formerly with Goldman Sachs, the resignation of Jurgend
Stark (24), … arise out of these attempts to put Frankfurt under the same tutelage as
London and Washington. But they are doomed from the start by virtue of this open forum,
structurally inscribed in European construction, where discussions are fed by the failed
policies of 2008 and the growing outbreak of public opinion in the debate. “Qui va piano va
sano e qui va sano va lontano” (25) as the Italians say. This crisis is of historic proportions
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as we have said since February 2006. The steps to take to get through it as best as possible
and come out of it stronger (free men and not slaves to quote Heraclitus) thus require
serious and deep discussion (26) … therefore time. And the time taken by the Eurolanders,
is money lost to the markets … which explains their fears. LEAP/E2020 thinks, of course,
that it’s also necessary to act and we have pointed out from May 2010 that the actions
taken in Euroland were of a magnitude unprecedented in recent European history. And we
believe that we must allow time for the second aid package to Greece to be implemented.
For the rest, we know also that the current leaders are mostly “at the limit” and it will be
necessary to wait until  the mid-2012 to witness a new and powerful boost to Euroland
integration (27).

Meanwhile,  with  340  billion  USD  to  find  for  refinancing  in  2012  (28),  the  European  and
American banks will  continue to  kill  each other  while  trying to  maintain  the pre-crisis
situation which gave them unlimited central bank support. As for Euroland, they may have a
very bad surprise.

Comparison  of  the  Philadelphia  Federal  Reserve  index  and  US  industrial  production
(2002-2011) – Sources: Philadelphia Fed, MarketWatch, 08/2011

The fourth quarter 2011 marks the end of two key examples of the world before
the crisis

The implosive fusion of  the fourth quarter  will  thus directly  result  from the encounter
between two new realities that contradict two basic conditions of existence of the world
before the crisis:

. one, born in Europe, consists of now rejecting the idea that private financial operators, of
which Wall Street and the City are the embodiment par excellence, are not fully responsible
for  the  risks  they take.  Yet  for  decades,  this  was  the  prevailing  idea that  fueled  the
tremendous growth of the financial economy: “Heads I win, tails you bail me out”. Even the
existence of large Western banks and insurance companies has become intrinsically linked
to this certainty. The balance sheets of major players on Wall Street and the City (and of
many  large  Euroland  and  Japanese  banks)  are  unable  to  withstand  this  tremendous
paradigm shift (29).

. the other, generated in the United States, is the proven end of the US engine of global
growth (30) against a background of the country’s complete political paralysis which, de
facto, will end 2011 as Greece ended 2009: the world discovering little by little that the
country has a debt it can no longer support, that its creditors are unwilling to lend, and its
economy is unable to cope with significant austerity without plunging into a deep depression
(31). In some ways, the analogy can be taken further: just as the EU and the banks, from
1982 to 2009, lent freely to Greece … and without pressing for accounts, over the same
period, the world has lent freely to the United States believing its leaders’ promises about
the  state  of  the  economy  and  the  country’s  finances.  And  in  both  cases,  the  money  has
been wasted in real estate booms with no future, in extravagant crony politics (in the US
cronyism is Wall  Street,  the oil  industry,  health service providers)  and in unproductive
military spending. And in both cases, everyone discovers that in a few quarters you can’t fix
decades of recklessness.

The politico-financial « perfect storm » of November 2011
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So,  in  November  2011  the  United  States  will  brace  itself  for  a  politico-financial  “perfect
storm” that will make the summer problems look like a slight sea breeze. The six elements
of the future crisis have already come together (32):

. the “super committee” (33) responsible for deciding budget cuts on which there was no
agreement this summer will prove incapable of resolving the tensions between the two
parties (34)

. the automatic budget cuts required to be made in the absence of agreement will result in a
major political crisis in Washington and increasing tensions, especially with the military and
the  recipients  of  social  benefits.  At  the  same  time,  this  “automatic  function”  (a  real
abdication of decision-making authority by Congress and the United States Presidency) will
generate major disturbances in the functioning of the state system.

. the other major rating agencies will join S&P in downgrading the US credit rating and
diversification  out  of  US  Treasury  Bonds  will  accelerate,  in  the  knowledge  that  the  United
States now depends primarily on short-term financing (35).

. the inability of the Fed to do anything but talk and manipulate stock markets or gasoline
prices in the United States (36), now makes any last-minute “rescue” impossible.

. over the next three months the US public deficit will increase dramatically as tax revenues
are now already in the process of collapsing under the impact of the relapse into recession
(37). In other words the increased debt ceiling voted in a few weeks ago will be reached well
before the November 2012 elections (38)… and this is information that will  spread like
wildfire  in  the  fourth  quarter  of  2011  …  reinforcing  all  investors’  fears  to  see  the  United
States follow Euroland’s example over Greece and force its creditors to take heavy losses.

.  Barack  Obama’s  new  plan  in  the  fight  against  unemployment  will  have  no  significant
effect.  On  the  one  hand,  it’s  not  up  to  the  challenge  and,  for  this  reason,  can’t  rally  the
country’s energies; and on the other, it will be cut to pieces by the Republicans who will only
keep the tax cuts… The only result of which will be to increase the country’s debt even more
(39).

The  US  debt  super  committee’s  connections  with  Washington  lobbyists  –  Source:
Washington Post, 09/2011

So for LEAP/E2020, it’s a combination of all these elements at the end of 2011 that will
trigger this major financial shock … a kind of final shock thrusting the planet out of the world
before the crisis for good. But the world after is still to be built because many futures are
possible, beginning 2012. As Franck Biancheri anticipated in his book, the period 2012-2016
forms an historical crossroads. One must try not to mistake the path (40)!

———-
Notes:

(1)  For  now,  as  we  have  said  for  several  quarters,  the  media  and  financial  hysteria
surrounding the Greek crisis is primarily in the realm of propaganda and manipulation. To
see this, it suffices to note that outside Greece, no Euroland citizen would realize that there
is a crisis in Greece if the media didn’t regularly make it the subject of their headlines.
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Whilst in the United States, the daily ravages of the crisis do not need media coverage to be
felt severely by the tens of millions of Americans.

(2) As it seeks to confuse and manipulate the perception of reality whilst, on the contrary,
our work tries to reveal this same reality.

(3) Every 3 or 4 months, we have a “puff” of Greek crisis/end of the Euro, which vanishes as
quickly  as  it  arrived  when  everyone  ultimately  finds  that  nothing  happens  other  than  the
continuation of the tortuous Euroland decision-making process of and Greece’s slow exit
from its budgetary black hole”. The triggers vary of course, because otherwise it wouldn’t
work with the public any more: one quarter we’ll use “Greeks revolt against austerity” to
explain that everything will go up in flames … including the Euro (the sequence that leads
from Athens to the whole of Euroland is always very vague of simplistic, but no matter
because the journalists don’t ask questions); the next quarter, like this summer for example,
a stock market collapse is used to identify a culprit … Greece … a thousand times more
important, of course, than events as insignificant as the United States entry into recession
and the US credit rating downgrade! And so on. The Greek gods are definitely still alive and
very powerful to get the world to tremble like this.

(4) See this extract from GEAB N°51

(5)  Sources:  MarketWatch,  09/14/2011;  New  York  Times,  09/13/2011;  USAToday,
09/07/2011;  La Tribune,  09/05/2011;  Mish’s,  08/29/2011;  USAToday,  08/29/2011;  CNBC,
06/17/2011

(6) That hasn’t surprised GEAB readers, since in the GEAB N°49 of November 2010, we had
anticipated “widespread policy paralysis and the USA’s entry into austerity in 2011”.

(7) For relaxing on a serious subject, take a look at this rap clip of a very political theme
“Raise the debt ceiling”. Source: Telegraph, 07/29/2011

(8) Source: Telegraph, 08/31/2011

(9) So, adding private and public debt, the United Kingdom is the most indebted country in
the world. Source: Arabian Money, 08/28/2011

(10) Humanitarian and charitable organizations in the country are currently struggling for
their financial lives due to lack of donations and grants. Source: Guardian, 08/02/2011

(11) The two treat the news in more or less the same way.

(12) Even Switzerland is “pegging” its currency to the Euro from now on – which should
make the Eurosceptics think like this title of the Spiegel of 09/07/2011.

(13) Imagine the state of the dollar or the Pound, if the media and experts devoted the
same energy to describe and fantasize on all the United States’ or the United Kingdom’s
problems. If, for example, one drew the same conclusions for Britain during the summer
riots as those drawn for the really sensible Greek demonstrations (compared to the English
violence).

(14)  Thus,  the  EU  significantly  increased  its  budget  for  research  whilst  the  squeeze
increases  in  the  United  States.  Source:  Nature,  07/05/2011

http://www.leap2020.eu/When-Athens-aims-to-hide-London-and-Washington_a7523.html
http://www.marketwatch.com/story/data-says-it-all-about-economy-flat-flat-flat-2011-09-14
http://www.nytimes.com/2011/09/14/us/14census.html?_r=1
http://www.usatoday.com/money/industries/food/story/2011-09-05/More-restaurants-are-targeting-customers-who-use-food-stamps/50267864/1
http://www.latribune.fr/actualites/economie/international/20110905trib000646901/pourquoi-la-situation-de-l-emploi-americain-est-pire-que-vous-le-croyez.html
http://globaleconomicanalysis.blogspot.com/2011/08/us-in-recession-right-here-right-now.html
http://www.usatoday.com/money/perfi/credit/story/2011-08-29/Recession-leaves-many-in-permanent-cutback-mode/50178814/1
http://www.cnbc.com/id/43441924
http://www.leap2020.eu/GEAB-N-49-Contents_a5459.html
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/financialcrisis/8670504/Comedian-puts-US-debt-crisis-into-rap.html#.TmYD0GmQN84.email
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/economics/8731819/UK-debt-levels-damaging-growth-warns-BIS.html
http://www.arabianmoney.net/banking-finance/2011/08/28/uk-most-indebted-nation-in-the-world-reveals-new-study/
http://www.guardian.co.uk/society/2011/aug/02/charities-fight-survival-funds-slashed
http://www.spiegel.de/international/europe/0,1518,784899,00.html
http://www.nature.com/news/2011/110706/full/475014a.html
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(15)  Even  the  Wall  Street  Journal  of  09/12/2011,  little  suspected  of  acute  Europhilia,
recognizes that Euroland is about to pass to a new stage of integration through a new
treaty. Le Spiegel of 02/09/2011 confirms this trend.

(16) John Tammy clearly explained it  in  Real  Clear Markets of  25/08/2011:  « Europe’s
problem isn’t really the Euro ».

(17) We stress here that political anticipation the methodology on which LEAP/E2020’s work
is based, doesn’t afford itself the luxury of confusing its dreams (or nightmares) with reality
(an ideological approach par excellence), but it’s a decision making tool, firmly rooted in the
real world. And we advise readers to keep a very simple test in mind to distinguish between
the two approaches and thus determine what degree of confidence to give to an analysis of
the crisis’  evolution:  have past  analyses allowed the developments of  the crisis  to  be
precisely and regularly forecast? Or really on the contrary, did little or nothing of what was
announced come true? Then, it’s up to you to choose what you want to use to make your
decisions, but at least you will do it knowingly!

(18) With respect to the current crisis, LEAP/E2020 believes that the growing awareness,
amongst  Euroland  leaders  and  public  opinion,  of  the  fact  that  there  is,  at  least,  a
propaganda operation coming from across the Channel and the Atlantic intended to “kill
confidence in the Euro”, will result in a thorough review of the background and credibility of
the  journalists  and  experts  dealing  with  the  crisis  in  the  coming  year.  For  who  says
manipulation  or  complot  in  the  words  of  Laurence  Parisot,  president  of  MEDEF,  an
organization that brings the heads of the major French companies together, says unthinking
intermediaries  or  manipulative  agents.  And  Euroland,  that  believed  it  was  still  in  a
brotherhood with the United States and the United Kingdom a short while ago, is finding that
things are much more complicated than that. In 2012 we consider, therefore, that some of
the Euroland media will begin to question the objectivity or even the honesty of journalists
trained almost exclusively in the United States or the United Kingdom and/or in the Anglo-
Saxon mainstream media in the forefront of the attack against the Euro. France24, where
the situation described below is very common, has just provided an outstanding example.
Interviewing the MEDEF President over her statements about an American plot against the
Euro (France24, 05/09/2011), the journalist Stéphanie Antoine didn’t stop casting doubt,
without any argument, on Laurence Parisot’s position adding eloquent expressions to show
she didn’t believe a word of what she said to her. Stéphanie Antoine CV on Wikipedia speaks
for itself: she has worked in New York and London for ABC, CNBC and Bloomberg. Since
Laurence Parisot was accusing the US media particularly, one understands the objectivity of
the journalist on this subject better. For our team, it is clear that journalists and experts with
this sort of background, mainly or only US and UK, will be gradually sidelined during the
coming year in all Euroland major media. In this area also the world before is in the course
of disappearing.

(19) There is a good example in the interview with former German Finance Minister Peer
Steinbrück made by two Spiegel journalists on 09/12/2011. The first exchange is telling: the
journalists comment by saying that the euro cannot be saved. The former minister asks
them where they get this “truth” from and journalists justify themselves by repeating a
cliché run out by Eurosceptics from all sides for years: “because, in fact, it cannot work
because  our  economies  are  different”.  Two  lessons  to  draw  from  this  example:  the
journalists position themselves as “experts” … it’s the politician being interviewed who has
to ask them questions about the legitimacy of their claims; and in fact of expertise, they
only repeat rhetoric without any analysis of the subject they are supposed to be dealing

http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904265504576564801620551890.html?mod=WSJEUROPE_hpp_MIDDLETopNews
http://www.spiegel.de/international/germany/0,1518,783994,00.html
http://www.realclearmarkets.com/articles/2011/08/25/europes_problem_is_decidedly_not_the_euro_99208.html
http://www.anticipolis.eu/en_6_presentation.php?
http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Laurence_Parisot
http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mouvement_des_entreprises_de_France
http://www.france24.com/fr/20110902-invite-de-leconomie-laurence-parisot-presidente-du-medef
http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/St%C3%A9phanie_Antoine's
http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/St%C3%A9phanie_Antoine
http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peer_Steinbr%C3%BCck
http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peer_Steinbr%C3%BCck
http://www.spiegel.de/international/europe/0,1518,785704,00.html
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with. It is, unfortunately, the situation which has prevailed in the European media on this
subject  for  months.  In  defense  of  the  journalists,  they  are  victims  of  the  inability  of
Euroland’s current leaders to present a long-term view. This simple fact would dispel the
“fog of war” in a second. Moreover, Peer Steinbrück’s comments are very interesting and
describe, in LEAP/E2020’s view, the coming months’ process quite accurately.

(20) And Eurosceptics of the right and left, actively working on the European continent, who
believe they have found the justification for  their  analyses,  even if  they are proved wrong
every day by the facts and progress of European integration. They would be wiser to focus
on how to get a more democratic governance of Euroland, which is being put in place, rather
than dreaming of their “pie in the sky” which has already been consigned to the oblivion of
history.

(21)  Read  the  very  interesting  article  picked  up  from  Vanguardia  by  PressEurop  of
09/08/2011 on the two different ways of being in a crisis, comparing Italy and Spain.

(22) By the end of 2011 we’ll come up with a detailed anticipation of Euroland changes out
to the 2015 horizon, but one thing is certain: London can no longer oppose it and we will see
in the coming weeks that the United Kingdom will  only seek to negotiate some benefits in
exchange for its inevitable approval to Euroland’s increased integration. Besides, London
can’t  afford  the  slightest  additional  economic  shock  in  default  of  seeing  the  UK  economy
collapse. Source: Telegraph, 09/15/2011

(23) The Western central banks’ decision of 09/15/2011 to once again flood the major banks
with  Dollars  will  have  a  no  more  lasting  effect  than  before.  This  only  confirms  the  very
fragile  state  of  all  these  financial  institutions  …  supposed  to  have  passed  “stress  tests”
guaranteeing their soundness. For the rest, it pushes the Eurozone banks to lend in Euros:
2012 should see this situation quickly establish itself. Sources: MarketWatch, 09/15/2011;
Les Echos, 09/12/2011

(24) But not exclusively: with Weber and Stark, we are also witnessing the end of the
“Bundesbankers” generation of the FRG. Their vision of things was certainly appropriate for
the management of the West German Central Bank, but the ECB’s challenges for the coming
years are of a different order. The “Erasmus” generation of central bankers must now take
their place. And whatever its beliefs, this generation knows the strategic importance of the
debate between Europeans before embarking on major reforms. Between the urgency of the
crisis and the necessary substantive debate amongst Europeans, it’s time to replace the
German and French elite in particular since they are at the heart of the process: no more
“scientific” certainties, German experts /  policymakers, and an end to the shiny arrogance
of French technocrats / decision-makers. On both sides, we need people who can work with
team Euroland: a quality that all Eurolanders should keep in mind before raving about their
next leaders.

(25) « Slowly wins the race »

(26) This is the great development of the 2011 debate on the crisis in Germany: end of the
2010 delusions over the return to the Deutsche Mark, in Germany there is now a real and
serious debate on the best way of making a success of the next step of Euroland integration.
It is unfortunate that such a debate doesn’t exist in France. It will be necessary to wait for
the election of the Socialist candidate in May 2012 to move on to this stage. At that time,
the two countries  can once again  play  a  real  driving role.  Currently  they are  playing

http://www.presseurop.eu/fr/content/article/928391-madrid-et-rome-deux-facons-d-etre-en-crise
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/financialcrisis/8763417/UK-cant-cope-with-new-shock-from-eurozone-crisis-warns-former-MPC-member-Professor-Charles-Goodhart.html
http://www.marketwatch.com/story/top-central-banks-to-provide-dollar-liquidity-2011-09-15
http://www.lesechos.fr/entreprises-secteurs/finance-marches/actu/0201623050557-les-tensions-sur-la-dette-en-dollars-persistent-217590.php
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primarily in a defensive position: it’s necessary but not enough for 2012.

(27) That said, Eurobonds are now at hand. Source: MarketWatch, 08/30/2011

(28) Source: International Financing Review, 02/09/2011

(29) From summer 2011 onwards battered hedge funds have already been leaving. Source:
Les Echos, 09/01/2011

(30) It is worth reading this interesting article published in The Nation dated 07/19/2011,
which describes the switch of the US from mass prosperity to lengthy recession in a matter
of 50 years.

(31)  US households  have even more  debts  than their  governement!  Sources:  MSNBC,
09/09/2011; AlJazeera, 09/04/2011; Yahoo Finance, 07/28/2011

(32) In the next GEAB issue, our team will expand its anticipations for the United States out
to the 2015 horizon.

(33) Source: Washington Post, 09/14/2011; The Hill, 09/08/2011

(34) Sources: Washington Post, 09/14/2011

(35) Sources: Financial Post, 09/01/2011; CNBC, 08/08/2011

(36) A growing number of questions arise over the strange difference between the price of
crude in the United States and in the London market. Even the Financial Times joined the
party. And the finger is tending to point towards one of the Fed’s many intermediaries who
would maintain the US benchmark price artificially low to avoid a rise in the gasoline price at
the pump. The coming weeks should reveal more evidence on this intriguing story, but
indicative of the atmosphere of suspicion vis-à-vis the federal institutions that are now in
control in the United States. Source: Le Monde, 09/06/2011

(37) Source: ZeroHedge, 09/02/2011

(38) Source: ZeroHedge, 08/08/2011

(39) Sources: USAToday, 09/09/2011

(40)  Incidentally,  this  will  be  one  of  the  topics  dealt  with  at  the  conference  «  What
transatlantic relationship after the global crisis? » the to be held in Houston the 3 and 4
October next with, especially, the involvement of two LEAP/E2020 leaders, Franck Biancheri
and Harald Greib
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